
 

KEYMACRO is a free software tool to help you create macros and assign them shortcuts. KEYMACRO will help you
automate the actions on your keyboard. Example: Double click on the desired button on your keyboard to activate the
macro. Use the keyboard shortcut keys or the keyboard mouse buttons to perform the desired action. Keyboard
Shortcut: You can define a hotkey for your macro. For example you can define a keyboard shortcut to toggle a window
on or off. In this case the macro will run if the window is toggled. The shortcut key could be F12 (for example).
Example: You can define the "Active window" macro. When you press the keyboard shortcut, the active window will
be toggled. Activation: You can activate a macro from the shortcut keys, mouse buttons or using a hotkey. Limitations:
￭ If you are not registered, you can only create one macro. ￭ You can only use keyboard shortcuts, there is no control
over key combinations. ￭ You cannot change the shortcuts or the hotkey used to activate a macro KEYTRACK
Description: KEYTRACK is a free software tool for multi-track recording. With KEYTRACK you can record voice,
music, instruments and other audio into an audio file and even store the tracks inside a video file. KEYTRACK uses the
following features: ￭ Record from a microphone or sound card ￭ Record and save a track as a.WAV audio file (Mic
input, Line input and Buffered input) ￭ Record and save a track as an MP3 audio file (Line input) ￭ Record and save a
track as an AIFF audio file (Mic input, Line input and Buffered input) ￭ Record and save a track as an AAC audio file
(Line input) ￭ Receive, record and save incoming audio from an audio source (Mic input, Line input and Buffered
input) ￭ Receive, record and save incoming audio from a sound card (Mic input, Line input and Buffered input) ￭
Receive, record and save incoming audio from a microphone (Mic input, Line input and Buffered input) ￭ Receive,
record and save incoming audio from a line input (Line input) ￭ Receive, record and save incoming audio from a
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This application can be used to create macros that automate the task of downloading satellite maps from the main
Yahoo! Maps portal. This product requires an Internet connection, so it can not work offline. There is no need to install
any additional components on the computer. When you install, the user interface will ask you what you want to save the
download configuration for. Choose the directory and enter a name for the settings file. In the next step, the app asks
you to choose the type of server, and then the login credentials. Finally, specify the address of the satellite map
download portal. With the specified settings, you can start the macro. After the macro is configured, you can make an
action for each download (add to favorites, set as a shortcut in the task bar). This app is very easy to use, it saves you
the need to enter the URL of the page over and over again. You can stop the macro and choose whether the macro
should start or pause after the specified number of seconds. All generated downloads are stored in the specified folder.
The shortcut is configured under the Options screen. It is easy to find, because the Options dialog is in the main
window. It is possible to view log files and the progress of the work performed. SUMMARY OF FEATURES: - create
a list of favorites for each map - copy the URL of the page you want to copy to the clipboard - save the URL in the task
bar - export a shortcut to the desktop - the downloaded maps are saved in the specified folder - you can add your own
filter criteria - you can pause the download during the macro - you can stop the macro after a specified time - log files
are automatically saved - copies the current window location to the clipboard - disable download logs - disable shortcut
- disable pause after download - disable copy URL to clipboard - open in a new browser tab - new downloads are
automatically saved in the specified folder - remove saved downloads - disable URLs in favorites - rename the saved
download to your choice - disable shortcut - enable shortcut - disable URL to clipboard - enable URL to clipboard -
download map data in the background - set the default directory to save downloaded files - download map in a new
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